Periods of enduring crisis and sporadic resistance are complex and dangerous. Desperation, anxiety, and hopelessness preside. The dominant class seems no longer to believe in itself. Rarely does it bother to espouse lofty ideals like freedom and betterment of the human condition . . . Rather than trying to inspire belief in their system, society's rulers seem to have no higher purpose than maintaining the status quo, squeezing profit and privilege out of a decrepit but well protected machinery of power . . . . Naked money-grubbing, mercenary politics, and the unconcealed use of force in the service of power are the order of the day. Governments seem content to attack the population; the rich live merely to get richer. In all these ways, the decade of austerity becomes one of social and cultural regression.
( 2011: 187-8) McNally is describing the organic crisis of our time. Such a crisis, as Antonio Gramsci (1971: 276) famously wrote, 'consists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new cannot be born; in this interregnum a great variety of morbid symptoms appear' (cf. Gill 2012c: 234 1 ). Organic crisis not only problematizes ruling-class visions and strategies while deepening the sense of despair. As old ways become unviable and as conditions of life deteriorate, popular discontent fuels outbreaks of protest which, however, stall for lack of organizational infrastructure and radical vision. Neoliberalism, as McNally (2011: 189) holds, may well be incapable of summoning up a compelling vision of the future, but much the same can be said of the Left, at least in its social-democratic guise. In an era when space opens for a radical imaginary that might posit a clear alternative to neoliberal globalization, where are This chapter focuses on an emergent component of global civil society: transnational alternative policy groups (TAPGs) that research and promote democratic alternatives to neoliberal globalization. Since the 1970s, an increasingly crisis-ridden economic globalization has fuelled concerns in the global North that democracy is being hollowed out as governments lose capacity to pursue policies that stray from what has been called the corporate agenda, even as democratic forces and practices within a number of Southern states have recently strengthened due to pressure from below -as in Latin America's 'pink tide' and the Middle East's 'Arab Spring'. Indeed, as neoliberal globalization have reshaped the political-economic terrain, North and South, transnational movements have developed as advocates of a 'democratic globalization' that endeavours to enrich human relations across space by empowering communities and citizens to participate in the full range of decisions that govern their lives (Chase-Dunn 2002; Munck 2010; Smith 2008; Smith and Wiest 2012) . Alongside and in symbiosis with these movements, TAPGs have emerged -'think tanks' that research and promote democratic alternatives to the corporate agenda of top-down globalization.
As collective intellectuals of alter-globalization, these are think tanks of a different sort from the conventional ones that advise political and corporate elites. Groups such as the Third World Institute (ITeM, Montevideo), the Centre de recherche et d'information pour le développement (Paris), the Transnational Institute (Amsterdam), and Focus on the Global South (Bangkok) create knowledge that challenges existing corporate priorities and state policies, and that advocates alternative ways of organizing economic, political, and cultural life. They disseminate this knowledge not only via mainstream media venues but through activist networks and alternative media, and they often work collaboratively with social movements in implementing these alternative ideas. This chapter provides a preliminary analysis, and addresses some of the challenges they face as transnational counter-hegemonic actors on the contested terrain of global civil society.
Global civil society has been defined as 'the realm of non-coercive collective action around shared interests and values that operates beyond the boundaries of nation states' (Glasius, Kaldor, and Anheier 2006: v) . Often idealized as a coherent collection of world citizens moving forward towards social justice, global civil society is more accurately viewed as a field of conflict and struggle, distinct from the global economy and the inter-state system yet internally related to both. Although transnational networks underwriting imagined international communities reach back to the late seventeenth-century networks of Freemasons (Van der Pijl 1998), only recently has global civil society been recognized as a 'terrain for legitimizing and challenging global governance', a 'discursive space'
